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Abstract
We discovered new high-velocity components of H2O maser emission in one of the “water
fountain” sources, IRAS 18286−0959, which has been monitored using the Nobeyama 45 m
telescope in the new FLASHING (Finest Legacy Acquisitions of SiO- and H2O-maser Ignitions
by Nobeyama Generation) project since 2018 December. The maser spectra show new, ex-
tremely high expansion velocities (>200 km s−1 projected in the line of sight) components,
some of which are located symmetrically in the spectrum with respect to the systemic velocity.
They were also mapped with KaVA (KVN and VERA Combined Array) in 2019 March. We
located some of these maser components closer to the central stellar system than other high
velocity components (50–200 km s−1) that have been confirmed to be associated with the
known bipolar outflow. The new components would flash in the fast collimated jet at a speed
c© 2018. Astronomical Society of Japan.
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over 300 km s−1 (soon) after 2011 when they had not been detected. The fastest of the new
components seem to indicate rapid deceleration in these spectra, however our present mon-
itoring is still too sparse to unambiguously confirm it (up to 50 km s−1yr−1) and too short to
reveal their terminal expansion velocity, which will be equal to the expansion velocity that has
been observed (vexp ∼120 km s
−1). Future occurrences of such extreme velocity components
may provide a good opportunity to investigate possible recurrent outflow ignitions. Thus sculp-
ture of the parental envelope will be traced by the dense gas that is entrained by the fast jet
and exhibits spectacular distributions of the relatively stable maser features.
Key words: masers — stars: AGB and post-AGB — stars: individuals(IRAS 18286−0959)
1 Introduction
Our understanding of the final stellar evolution exhibiting
copious and inhomogeneous mass loss and the subsequent
formation of planetary nebulae (PNe) with a wide variety
of their morphologies. It is considered that such transfor-
mation will happen during a relatively short period, from
the end of the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase of
stellar evolution to the beginning of the post-AGB phase,
when an AGB stellar wind rapidly develops a circumstellar
envelope (CSE) (e.g. Lewis 2001). It has been confirmed
that highly collimated, fast jets will be newly ejected from
some of those stars (e.g. Sahai & Trauger 1998). These
jets shape the previously ejected CSE, so they may be
ultimately responsible for the final morphologies of PNe.
However, two open questions remain: the launching mech-
anism and the timescale of such jet ejections.
“Water fountain” (WF) sources have been identified as
AGB or post-AGB stars hosting fast bipolar jets traced
by H2O maser emission (Imai 2007). The WF candidates
were first confirmed in the maser spectra with extreme ve-
locity widths much larger than those of typical 1612 MHz
OH maser emission exhibiting clear double-horned spec-
tral profiles (10–20 km s−1, e.g., Likkel et al. 1992, c.f.,
Engels & Bunzel 2015). There exist only 15 WFs con-
firmed to date (Go´mez et al. 2017), implying an extremely
short timescale of the phase when such high velocity cir-
cumstellar H2O masers are visible (<100 yr, Imai 2007)
. Interferometric observations of these H2O masers show
a wide variety of the spatio-kinematical structures of the
masers, reflecting different types of the central stellar sys-
tems driving these jets and/or different stages of the jet
evolution. The diversity of the central star properties is
indicated by the variety of the substructures in the maser
spatio-kinematics such as multiple arcs, pairs of maser
feature groups distributed point symmetrically, groups of
maser features containing a large internal velocity disper-
sion (>>10 km s−1, e.g., Imai et al. 2002; Claussen et al.
2009; Imai et al 2013b; Orosz et al. 2019).
The temporal evolution of each jet can be also moni-
tored in the cases where its growth rate, namely the change
rate of a total length of the maser jet on the sky, is con-
sistent with the mean of the proper motion speeds of the
individual maser features (Imai et al. 2007; Chong et al.
2015). Recent observations of thermal molecular line and
dust emission with the Atacama Large Millimeter-and-
submillimeter Array (ALMA) have elucidated the com-
plete spatio-morphologies of WF sources (e.g., Sahai et al.
2017; Tafoya et al. 2019; Tafoya et al. 2020). In some
WFs, H2O masers are suggested to trace the interaction
of the fast jet with the parental CSE sculptured by the jet
and resulting deceleration of the jet that leads entrained
material along the jets. The jet deceleration is suggested
by the spatio-kinematics of the H2O masers themselves
(Orosz et al. 2019). However, other WFs show an opposite
trend, with accelerating masers (e.g., Go´mez et al. 2015),
which could indicate a different nature of these WF phe-
nomenon, maybe related to the evolutionary phase of the
sources.
Taking into account the rarity of WFs, their possibly
rapid evolution, and the possibility of the appearance of
new H2O masers in the known WFs and WF candidates,
monitoring of these H2O masers in single-dish observations
with moderate cadence (1–8 weeks) is crucial for under-
standing the phenomena of WFs in a unified scheme. The
possible deceleration of the jets may be proven by detect-
ing H2O masers at higher velocities with decreasing veloc-
ity drifts. A periodic behavior of the maser spectrum may
indicate either periodic ejections of jets or pulsation of the
central evolved star. In the latter case, synergistic monitor-
ing of 1612 MHz OH masers and SiO (in addition to H2O)
masers will provide more concrete evidence for the stellar
pulsation (e.g. Herman & Habing 1985). The weakness
of some velocity components of H2O masers in WFs re-
quires highly sensitive telescopes for systematic monitoring
observations, and possibly an internationally coordinated
program that can manage regular monitoring activities for
the known WFs and WF candidates. The Nobeyama 45
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m telescope is one of the best-suited telescopes for such
monitoring observations thanks to its dynamic schedul-
ing1, which provided good opportunities for high sensi-
tivity H2O maser observations. Moreover, the new quasi-
optics enables us to simultaneously observe H2O and SiO
masers (Okada et al. 2019). Therefore we have monitored
the WFs in the FLASHING (Finest Legacy Acquisitions of
SiO and H2O maser Ignitions by Nobeyama Generation)
project since 2018 December.
In this paper, we report the first scientific result
of FLASHING, yielded for IRAS 18286−0959 (hereafter
abbreviated as I18286). H2O masers in I18286 have
been mapped in several very long baseline interferometry
(VLBI) observations using the Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA) and the VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry
(VERA) (Yung et al. 2011, Paper I; Imai et al. 2013a,
Paper II; Imai et al 2013c, Paper III). Paper I modeled
the H2O masers on a double helix pattern. Paper II de-
termined the trigonometric parallax distance to I18286 to
be 3.61+0.63−0.47 kpc. Paper III determined the locations of
1612 MHz OH masers and the low-velocity (∼10 km s−1)
components of the H2O masers in the H2O maser maps,
both of which may be associated with a relic CSE in
I18286. Before 2010, the H2O masers in I18286 covered a
velocity range of −60≤ VLSR≤ 180 km s
−1 with respect to
the local standard of rest (LSR). Yung et al. (2013) found
new velocity components in 2011 around VLSR ∼−90 and
230 km s−1. This paper focuses on even newer, faster ve-
locity components (surpassing the previously detected ve-
locity range), found with our monitoring in FLASHING.
2 Observations and data reduction
2.1 FLASHING observations
While FLASHING is still active, in this paper we present
the observed spectra towards I18286 until 2020 January 10.
This dataset consist of eleven epochs: eight between 2018
December and 2019 May, and three additional epochs after
2019 November. Table 1 gives the summary of the single-
dish observations. We employed the new quasi-optics that
enables us to observe simultaneously line emission at the
frequency bands around 22.2 and 43.0 GHz (Okada et al.
2019), including the maser lines of H2O JK−K+ =612→523
at the rest frequency of 22.235080 GHz and SiO J = 1→ 0
(v = 3, 2, 1, and 0) in 42.5–43.4 GHz. This paper shows
only the H2O maser spectra because only this maser line
was detected toward I18286.
The aperture efficiency of the telescope is 0.65, yielding
1 The dynamic scheduling as Back-up Program had been conducted until
2019 May.
a flux-density conversion factor of 2.67 Jy K−1, when em-
ploying the new quasi-optics. The flux density scale was
obtained from the information of the system noise tem-
perature measured with the chopper-wheel method. The
maser emission was received in both left- and right-hand
circular polarization. Position switching was employed by
alternating observations of a target maser and a blank
sky position for an integration time of 30 s per scan.
Three spectral windows were set to cover a bandwidth of
31.25 MHz in each window and centered at the mean veloc-
ity of the maser emission in the LSR frame (∼65 km s−1)
and those higher and lower by 30 MHz than the first one.
The SAM45 spectrometers were used to obtain 4096 spec-
tral channels per spectral window, but the final spectra
had 2048 spectral channels after smoothing. The three
spectral windows cover a velocity width of 1258 km s−1 in
total with a velocity resolution of 0.42 km s−1.
The data reduction was made using the Java
NEWSTAR software2, in which integration and baseline
subtraction were performed in order to obtain the final
maser spectra. Dependent on system noise temperature
and integration time, the 1-σ noise level of the spectra
ranged from 32 to 118 mJy. We identified detections of
spectral components if their flux density was higher than
the 5-σ noise level (160–990 mJy). We then identified each
spectral peak if it was composed of three or more detected
components in consecutive spectral channels. In the case
of multiple peaks, which are close in velocity and thus
blended together, each peal was identified as an indepen-
dent peak if its flux density was higher by 3-σ than that of
the spectral channel of the tail of a contiguous intersecting
peak.
2.2 KaVA mapping observation
The H2O masers in I18286 were also observed on 2019
March 4 for six hours with KaVA, an array composed
of four telescopes of the Japanese VLBI Exploration of
Radio Astrometry (VERA) plus three of the Korean VLBI
Network (KVN). The fringe finder OT 081 and the de-
lay calibrator J183005.9+061915 were also observed three
times, every 25 min. These sources were observed in both
of left- and right-hand circular polarization with the KVN
telescopes, but only the former polarization data were
valid. With VERA, only left-hand circular polarization
was observed, but the dual-beam system allowed simulta-
neous observations of our target and the position reference
source J183220.8−103511 (hereafter J1832). The received
signals were filtered into two base band channels (BBCs),
each with a bandwidth of 128 MHz, and recorded in 2-bit
2 See NEWSTAR home page: https://www.nro.nao.ac.jp/˜nro45mrt/html/obs/newstar/index.html.
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quantization, yielding a total recording rate of 1024Mbps.
The data correlation was made using Daejeon
Correlator in the Korea-Japan Correlation Center (KJCC).
The recorded signals taken with both of the VERA’s dual
beams were correlated with those with the KVN tele-
scopes. Two correlated data sets were provided from the
two BBCs, including the maser source and J1832 respec-
tively. 4096 spectral channels were contained for the BBC
observing I18286, yielding a velocity channel spacing of
0.42 km s−1, while 128 spectral channels for other BBC
observing J1832. Note that the latter data were invalid in
the VERA–KVN baselines for the scans on J1832.
The data reduction was made using NRAO AIPS, which
was handled using Python scripts and the ParselTongue
package3. Standard a-priori calibration procedures were
performed for calibrating visibility amplitudes using the in-
formation of the antenna gains and system noise tempera-
tures. The delay calibration was performed using the scans
on J183005.9+061915. Fringe fitting and self-calibration
were performed using the data in a reference spectral chan-
nel at an LSR velocity of 139.5 km s−1, which included a
bright and compact maser spot. Positional offsets of the
maser spots given in this paper are referred to the po-
sition of this reference spot. Image cubes of the maser
emission were created using the CLEAN deconvolution al-
gorithm with a Gaussian synthesized beam of 2.1×1.4 mil-
liarcseconds (mas) at a position angle of −18◦, yielding a
1-σ noise level of ∼20 mJy in spectral channels without
bright maser spots. Maser spots brighter than a 7-σ noise
level were identified in the individual spectral channels
and grouped into isolated maser features, each of which
includes maser spots located within 1–2 mas in position
along consecutive spectral channels. We assume that the
individual maser features correspond to physical features
or gas clumps emitting the masers.
The visibility data of J1832 observed only with VERA
as well as the maser data were used for precise astrome-
try of the maser source. These visibilities were calibrated
using a more precise delay-tracking model. The data of
the calibrator scans were used for instrumental delay cal-
ibration, including that for relative delay and phase off-
sets between VERA’s dual beams. The fringe-fitting and
self-calibration solutions obtained from the maser scans as
mentioned above were applied to the J1832 data, yielding
the relative position of J1832 with respect to that of the
reference maser spot. However, the astrometric accuracy
∼0.4 mas is poorer than expected (<0.1 mas). This is a
trade-off of the wide velocity coverage in the full KaVA
array for the maser data instead of more accurate astrom-
etry with VERA. The former observation setup yielded
3 See ParselTonuge wiki: http://www.jive.nl/jivewiki/doku.php?id=parseltongue:parseltongue.
less sensitivity for J1832 in VERA, while the latter a lim-
ited velocity coverage of the maser source with the full
KaVA. The self-calibration solutions taken from the maser
data were also imperfect for astrometry due to insufficient
performance of KVN whose accurate information of the
station coordinates was still unavailable.
3 Results
3.1 Maser spectra
Fig. 1 shows the spectra of H2O masers in I18286 taken
at the first eight epochs in FLASHING. They clearly
show new components in VLSR <−60 km s
−1 and VLSR >
200 km s−1, which had not been identified in the previous
observations during 2006 April–2010 April (Deguchi et al.
2007, Paper I). In our observations, we also find that the
velocity components in the velocity range of VLSR =130–
160 km s−1 are flaring compared to those seen in the pre-
vious observations by a factor of up to four.
The central velocity between the two extremely
high velocity components present in all observing ses-
sions (found around VLSR ∼ −150 and 240 km s
−1) is
VLSR(center)≃45 km s
−1, close to the velocity of the CO
J=3→2 emission (VLSR≃65 km s
−1, Imai et al. 2009) and
the velocity of the single 1612 MHz OH maser component
in I18286 (VLSR(OH)∼40 km s
−1, Paper III). In evolved
stars, OH masers at 1612 MHz usually show a double-
horned profile, with tracing an expansion of the CSE.
Here we suggest that the central velocity of the CO emis-
sion traces the systemic stellar velocity (V∗ ≃65 km s
−1),
while the velocity difference between the CO and OH
peaks represents the expansion velocity of the relic enve-
lope (Vexpansion ≃25 km s
−1). Furthermore, we found even
higher velocity red-shifted components at VLSR ≃345 and
336 km s−1 in the spectra on 2019 February 6 and May
14, respectively. As discussed later, it is unclear whether
these represent the same gas clump (undergoing rapid de-
celeration, and a temporary maser quench between 2019
March and April), or they are independent clumps. In the
latter case, each of the clumps would be short lived (>2
months).
The maximum velocity separation between the fastest
maser component (345 km s−1) and the systemic veloc-
ity is ≃280 km s−1). This is much larger than the ex-
pansion velocity of the relic envelope mentioned above.
Instead, we consider it as the lower limit of the projected
jet velocity along the line of sight. This makes it one of
the fastest water fountains, similar to IRAS 18113−2503
(hereafter I18113) (Go´mez et al. 2011; Orosz et al. 2019).
Adopting the distance to I18286 (D =3.6 kpc) and the
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maximum proper motion of the H2O masers in the jet
(∼10 mas yr−1), the deprojected velocity of the jet would
be ∼330 km s−1 at an inclination angle of ∼30◦ with re-
spect to the line of sight.
Fig. 2 shows the time series of velocity distributions
of the identified maser peaks. The time baseline of the
FLASHING observations is still too short to trace any peri-
odic variation in brightness or systematic drifts of the line-
of-sight velocities of the maser peaks. It is also too short
to relate the maser flare around VLSR =130–160 km s
−1
with the new extremely high velocity components. One
can see their large velocity drifts over one year, however it
is unclear whether the components at VLSR ≃345 km s
−1
on 2019 February 6, ≃345 km s−1 on 2019 May 14, and
∼300 km s−1 in 2019 December–2020 January were really
the same feature. Similarly, one also can note a velocity
drift of the maser component at VLSR ∼ −176 km s
−1 on
2019 February 6, ∼ −173 km s−1 on 2019 May 29, and
∼−166 km s−1 on 2019 December 6.
3.2 Distribution of the maser features
Table 2 gives the parameters of the I18286 H2O maser fea-
tures detected in the KaVA image cubes. The individual
rows show, respectively, the LSR velocity at the intensity
peak, the Right Ascension offset and its uncertainty, the
declination offset and its uncertainty, the peak intensity,
and the full velocity width of the feature. Fig. 3 shows the
location of the H2O maser components in I18286. These
components are distributed in groups, tracing a point-
symmetric structure with respect to the center, similar to
W43A (Tafoya et al. 2020). In the figure, we label these
symmetric groups with the same number, and with the
letter a or b, depending whether they are located south or
north of the center, respectively. The new extreme veloc-
ity components (VLSR≈−150 and 240 km s
−1) correspond
to Group 2a and 2b. Group 2a is located close the the
brightest and flared maser features (Group 4a).
Fig. 4 shows the comparison among the maser feature
distributions in 2006–2007, 2009, and 2019, and clarifies
this secular variation. It is difficult to superimpose the
maser maps in the common coordinate system precisely
for comparison, because of the the uncertainty in the sec-
ular proper motion of the whole system. The astromet-
ric information obtained in Paper II was composed of the
Galactic rotation and the intrinsic motions of the individ-
ual maser features selected as position reference in the as-
trometry. Alternatively, map registration shown in Figure
4 has been produced by roughly referencing the possible
location of the dynamical center of the outflow.
Although stream lines of the gas hosting these masers
might be bent by a magnetic force as suggested elsewhere
(e.g. Vlemmings et al. 2006), we here suppose that the in-
dividual maser features are moving in straight lines along
the bipolar outflow or jet driven by the stellar system. In
this case, the stellar system may be located at the mid-
dle point between the new extreme velocity components,
(X,Y )≈ (−43,66)[mas] from the reference feature used in
self-calibration. Comparing with the maser map in 2008–
2009 (Fig. 3 of Paper I), even without the accurate as-
trometric information, we note that the pair of the ex-
treme velocity components in the present observation are
located around the same regions as the highest velocity
components in the previous observations (VLSR≈−50 and
160 km s−1, Paper I, II, III) or even slightly closer to the
stellar system.
We also note that the alignment axis of the highest ve-
locity components seems to rotate clockwise in this obser-
vation with respect to those in the previous epochs. This
clockwise rotation of the maser alignment does not agree
with the expectation from the previous kinematic model of
two highly collimated precessing jets (Paper I), in which
the precession is counter-clockwise (with a precessing angle
and period of ∼28◦ and ∼56 yr, respectively). The spatio-
kinematics of the outflow now seems to be better explained
by a model of wider-angle bipolar lobes from a single driv-
ing source as proposed for W 43A (Chong et al. 2015), in
which H2O masers are located along a bipolar cavity evac-
uated by a series of precessing collimated outflows. This
scenario was also considered in Fig. 13 of Paper I, but was
not favored there due to its inconsistency with the appar-
ent systematic variation of the LSR velocities of the maser
features along the outflow. However, Tafoya et al. (2019)
and Tafoya et al. (2020) proposed a more plausible model of
a bipolar outflow, which is composed of a faster collimated
jet and slower lobes surrounding the jet. They suggest that
H2O masers are excited in the lobes formed in the material
entrained by the jet. Although we see a very rapid expan-
sion of the whole maser distribution by ∼140 mas in 13
yr, the expansion rate is consistent with the mean of the
maser feature proper motions (8–10 mas yr−1, Paper I, II,
and III). Thus we are likely watching the evolution of the
I18286 jet traced by the H2O masers (Section 4).
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the maser features in
a velocity–distance diagram, suggesting episodic gas ejec-
tions traced by the H2O masers. Taking into account the
spacing between the groups of maser components (20–30
mas) and the mean maser proper motions (8–10 mas yr−1),
the time difference between the eruptions is roughly esti-
mated to be 2–4 yr. The mean LSR velocity of the maser
feature group pairs (1a–b, 3a–b, 5a–b) is derived to be
∼75 km s−1. Although the deviation of the mean velocity
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from the systemic velocity (∆V ∼10 km s−1) will provide
a clue of the kinematics of the central stellar system, it
should be examined in future thermal line mapping obser-
vations such as those made with ALMA.
Unfortunately, the highest velocity components seen
in our single-dish monitoring campaign (VLSR ≈336 and
345 km s−1) could not be detected in the KaVA ses-
sion. On the other hand, thanks to the precise astrom-
etry of KaVA, we determined the absolute coordinates of
the maser feature containing the position-reference maser
spot at VLSR =139.5 km s
−1: R.A.(J2000)= 18h31m22s
.93440±0s.00002, decl.(J2000)= −09◦57′21′′.6654±0′′.0003.
This is useful for future precise registration between the
maser emission and other spectral line maps.
4 Discussion
The previous single dish observations in 2006 April–2010
April (Paper I) did not detect the new extremely high
velocity components (VLSR < −60 km s
−1 and VLSR >
200 km s−1) reported in this paper, with a 5-σ upper limit
to 0.57 Jy, which suggests that these components would
appear after 2010 April. We note that the velocity cover-
age of our VERA and VLBA observations (22 epochs in
total during 2006 September–2009 September, Paper I, II
and III) did not cover the velocity ranges including the
new components, therefore we cannot ascertain whether
such extreme components existed during those observa-
tions. One may wonder whether the material now showing
extreme-velocity maser components was ejected much be-
fore their maser emission could be excited. However, this
is unlikely. The material ejected at the expected initial
speed (>300 km s−1) would interact within 1–2 yr of the
ejection with the ambient gas that excites the maser fea-
tures located within a few ten AU (∼10 mas) of the stellar
system (Paper III). The travel time of the ejected material
to arrive at the present positions would be only 5 yr or
shorter.
The absence of the extreme components before 2010
(Paper I) should indicate the absence of the gas cor-
responding to these maser components at that time.
Yung et al. (2013) found new velocity components in 2011
around VLSR ∼ −90 and 230 km s
−1. However, the ab-
sence of information of their locations makes it difficult for
us to suggest that they were also associated with the same
gas clumps as those hosting our discovered maser compo-
nents. In fact, there is a relatively large shift (>10 km s−1)
between the extreme velocity components in Paper I and
those in this paper.
Previous observations could have missed the high-
velocity components (< −60 and >200 km s−1) if their
lifetime was short, as seen in the case of the components
at 336 to 345 km s−1 and −178 to −144 km s−1 in this
paper. However, the components around −90 to −70 and
230 to 250 km s−1 are actually relatively stable as seen in
our monitoring observations, so we consider these compo-
nents as a product of a new ejection after 2010 April. Here
we propose that the stable high-velocity components seen
at present would have formed soon after 2010 April with
much higher velocities, like those seen in the unstable ve-
locity components observed in 2019 February and May (or
the 336 and 345 km s−1 components). If this is the case,
they could have already been quenched during the rapid
deceleration of the jet, while the most extreme components
in this paper would be excited by a new, more recent jet
eruption.
Here we note the colocation of the extreme velocity
components in the southern side of the maser pair 2a and
2b with the components that have much lower velocities
and flared flux densities in Group 4a (Fig. 3). This is
also consistent with the scenario suggested by Tafoya et al.
2020, in which a newly jet is interacting with the ambient,
slower material that is then accelerated as entrained ma-
terial along the jet. However, any physical relationship
between the extreme velocity and flared components, in-
cluding the information of their relative locations along the
line of sight, should be examined with further kinematic
information.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3, we can see
a point-symmetric pattern in the distributions of maser
feature groups with respect to the central stellar system.
This implies recurrent maser activity with a period of
2–4 yr (Section 3.2) or longer together with recurrent
gas eruptions. Taking into account the present size of
the maser distribution (∼260 mas in the largest distance
from the central stellar system) and its growth rate (8–
10 mas yr−1), the launching of the jet traced by H2O is
estimated to have happened in the year 1990± 7 years.
Here also note the existence of low velocity components
(25 < VLSR <105 km s
−1) that are located closer to the
central system than the new components, such as a pair
of maser features (1a and b in Fig. 3) and others possi-
bly associated with the relic AGB envelope (Paper III). It
is possible to consider that a pair of bipolar gas ejections
may host not only the pair of the maser features mapped in
this paper such as 2a and 2b, but also the fastest velocity
components identified in single-dish spectra, but that are
missing in this map. Similarly to the estimate described
in Sect. 3.2 and as supposed above, one can consider that
gas clumps hosting these most extreme velocity, short-lived
components were ejected within 2–4 years of the present
day.
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Here we also consider another scenario for the I18286
jet, where a jet has been launched at a projected expansion
velocity of ∼280 km s−1 as seen in the short-lived most
extreme velocity components, which then decelerated to
∼110 km s−1 as seen in the stable components detected
over the last 10 years due to drag by the ambient material
in the CSE. This model is similar to that presented for
I18113 by Orosz et al. (2019). Adopting the inclination
angle of ∼30◦ these projected expansion velocities corre-
spond to ∼330 km s−1 and ∼130 km s−1, respectively. The
jet velocity v is now expressed as v(t) = v0(1 + v0kt)
−1,
where v0 is the initial velocity of the jet, k the coeffi-
cient of the exponential decay of the expansion velocity
as a function of the mass density of the CSE, the mass
of the individual jet clumps, the drag coefficient of the
jet clumps, and the cross-sectional area of the jet clumps.
We adopt v0 =330 km s
−1, v(t) =130 km s−1. When
inserting t ∼30 yr as the dynamical age of I18286 (total
length divided by a growth rate of the outflow estimated
from maser locations and proper motions), k is derived to
be ∼ 4.9× 10−17 cm−1, which is well consistent with the
value derived for IRAS 18113−2503 (k∼ 6.4×10−17 cm−1,
Orosz et al. 2019).
However, one should remember the absence of the
fastest maser features 10 years ago and take into ac-
count the possibility that such components had already
been decelerated to the velocity of the stable components
(∼110 km s−1) within 10 years. In this case, we get a much
larger k value, and a velocity drift over 10 km s−1yr−1
should be observed and easily confirmed by weekly moni-
toring observations of the maser spectrum with a velocity
resolution better than 1 km s−1. In our present work,
we could not confirm such extremely fast velocity drifts
due to the sparseness of the monitoring observations. On
the other hand, we can see a general trend in which the
whole maser distribution seems to exhibit accelerations
from Group 1a to 6a and from 1b to 6b (Fig. 4). Note
that the distant maser features have an angular offset in
the radial ejection direction from that of the closer and
higher velocity components. A possible explanation for
the distant features is that they are moving more slowly in
a less dense region of the outer CSE and therefore, with-
out the strong deceleration suggested for the high-velocity
components. This is possible if we consider the precession
of the jet. The first ejections have cleared up the CSE
along the jet major axis, so that later ejections along that
direction would travel more smoothly and with less de-
celeration than the highest-velocity ejections we see now
along a different direction.
Paper I suggested the existence of twin jets, although it
is unclear whether they are driven by a single stellar com-
ponent or individual components in a stellar binary. The
present results do not support that the twin jets are pre-
cessing anti-clockwise. This is evident when comparing the
whole maser feature distributions over a decade as shown
in Fig. 4. Even with this rough superimposition of the
maser maps as described in Sect. 3.2, it is clear that some
of the representative pattern of the maser features such as
arcs have been moving radially from the dynamical center
at a rate of ∼10 mas yr−1, as expected from the speed of
the jet projected on the sky (>∼150 km s
−1, Paper I, II, II).
The maser distribution seems to have been growing in the
western and eastern sides in the north-west and south-east
lobes, respectively, suggesting clockwise jet precession and
lobe development.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the dynamical ages
of the twin jets modeled in Paper I had a difference by
∼10 yr. Interestingly, the value of this time lag roughly
corresponds to 2–3 cycles of the possibly repeating out-
bursts. Thus it is possible that some of the outbursts of a
single jet could be further enhanced with a longer period
as mentioned, so as to form arc-shaped structures of maser
distribution as seen in I18113 (Orosz et al. 2019).
In I18286, even with a single jet, enhanced periodic out-
burst, if they exist, may form maser distributions that ap-
parently look like twin jets as illustrated in Fig. 14 of Paper
I. The model simulations by Vela´zquez et al. (2012) also
reproduce multiple bipolar lobes produced by a precessing
bipolar jet from a binary system. Although those models
focused on planetary nebulae with nebular lobe lengths of
∼104 AU and binary orbital periods of ∼10 yr, one can
consider a closer binary system for the case of I18286. We
hope that morphological evolution of the H2O masers will
be further elucidated in the next decade, enabling us to
compare it with that predicted by the models, in order to
derive the physical parameters of the jet and the possible
binary system.
5 Conclusions
The spectroscopic monitoring in FLASHING and the
VLBI follow-up imaging with KaVA of the H2O masers
in I18286 have revealed newly excited, extremely high ve-
locity components in the H2O masers and a corresponding
axisymmetric ejections of gas in the water fountain out-
flow. In this paper, we discussed the possibility that the
stellar system driving the outflow has developed its out-
flow lobes with a wide opening angle through periodic gas
ejections with a clockwise precession of the outflow axis,
rather than through highly collimated twin jets with an
anti-clockwise axis precession. The new model explains the
observed maser feature distributions biased to the down-
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Table 1. Summary of the FLASHING
observations toward IRAS 18286−0959.
Epoch Tsys∗ tint
† Noise‡
(yy/mm/dd) (K) (m) (mJy)
18/12/23 ∼150 18 118
19/01/05 ∼110 106 32
19/02/06 ∼150 47 77
19/03/06 ∼130 35 78
19/04/15 ∼190 58 114
19/04/28 ∼130 39 56
19/05/14 ∼170 37 108
19/05/29 ∼230 152 81
19/12/06 ∼120 28 77
19/12/20 ∼100 49 53
20/01/10 ∼110 23 74
∗ System noise temperature.
† On-source integration time.
‡ 1-σ noise level of the spectrum.
stream sides of the bipolar lobes, namely the western and
eastern sides of the northern and southern lobes, respec-
tively.
Further VLBI monitoring observations of the new com-
ponents of H2O masers will enable us to find their deceler-
ations, suggested by Tafoya et al. (2019) and Tafoya et al.
(2020), as a result of interactions between the ambient ma-
terial and the entrained material around the high-speed jet.
Thus the combination of single-dish maser monitoring pro-
grams with targeted follow-up VLBI mapping observations
provide an effective approach to investigating the ejection
characteristics of water fountain jets/outflows. If the indi-
vidual features in a variety of PN shapes are related to the
individual events of such ejection behaviors seen in maser
observations, this kind of approach will provide essential
insights into the final stages of stellar evolution.
New ejections of the jet in I18286 should again be de-
tected within several years if they are recurrent with time
separations of 2–4 yr, as predicted by the spacing between
maser groups. Since the size of the central binary sys-
tem is expected be only a few AU (e.g., Vela´zquez et al.
2012), which may correspond to a few mas or smaller, it
is challenging to spatially resolve the system into a ther-
mal collimated jet from the driving star and an equato-
rial disk/torus driving the jet, even with state-of-the-art
instruments such as ALMA. Therefore, the H2O masers
mapped with VLBI provide unique probes to elucidate the
spatio-kinematical information and a possible periodic be-
havior of the central stellar system and the jet in I18286.
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Fig. 1. Time series of the H2O maser spectra taken toward
IRAS 18286−0959 using the Nobeyama 45 m telescope from 2018
December 23 to 2019 May 29. The insects of the spectra on 2019 February
6 and May 14 show the zoomed spectra of the further high velocity maser
components detected at VLSR ≈336 and 345 km s
−1. For comparison,
the spectra taken on 2010 April 2 cited from Paper I is displayed in the right
bottom panel with the same vertical scale as those in other 45 m spectra.
The scalar-averaging cross-power spectrum taken in the KaVA observation
is displayed in the left bottom panel. The two vertical dotted lines indicate
the LSR velocities of−60 and 200 km s−1, over which the new high-velocity
maser components appeared in the present observations.
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Fig. 2. Velocity distributions of the spectral peaks (> 5 σ) of the
IRAS 18286−0959 H2O masers at the eleven epochs. A logarithm of the
flux density of each spectral peak is indicated by the right-side color-scale
bar.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the H2Omaser features in IRAS 18286−0959 mapped
with KaVA on 2019 March 4. The map origin is set to the maser spot whose
emission was used for fringe-fitting and self-calibration as described in the
main text. The color of each filled circle indicates the LSR velocity of the
maser feature, whose scale is shown in the right-side color bar. The plus
symbol denotes the estimated location of the stellar system driving the out-
flow. The labels of maser feature groups (from 1a-b to 6a-b) indicate point-
symmetric locations of maser gas clumps with respect to the stellar system.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the maser feature distributions in IRAS 18286−0959.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the maser features in IRAS 18286−0959 in a velocity–
distance diagram. The LSR velocity against the distance from the central
stellar system, assumed to be at (X,Y ) =(−43, 66)[mas], is displayed for
each maser feature. A horizontal dashed line shows the assumed systemic
velocity of the central stellar system, VLSR =65 km s
−1. The labels of maser
feature groups (from 1a-b to 6a-b) are the same as those in Fig. 3.
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Table 2. H2O maser features detected with KaVA
VLSR X σX Y σY Ipeak ∆V
[km s−1] [mas] [mas] [mas] [mas] [Jy beam−1] [km s−1]
−153.57 −80.64 0.25 117.44 0.50 0.12 0.84
−148.22 −86.16 0.09 121.15 0.10 0.72 3.16
−144.32 −86.59 0.13 113.39 0.11 0.17 0.63
−99.16 −84.99 0.06 109.08 0.09 0.55 1.26
−91.20 −85.06 0.05 109.63 0.13 0.35 0.84
−84.60 −98.09 0.06 179.46 0.09 1.18 2.32
−73.14 −102.67 0.02 182.60 0.02 3.49 2.32
−47.55 −93.18 0.18 256.19 0.11 0.80 2.95
−43.08 −91.94 0.19 256.16 0.12 1.33 6.11
−37.15 −95.23 0.20 251.61 0.10 0.26 1.47
−33.51 −90.69 0.07 256.88 0.12 0.61 2.11
−31.29 −95.45 0.07 251.87 0.09 0.56 0.63
−30.42 −100.15 0.05 179.59 0.09 1.34 1.05
−28.68 −95.74 0.12 252.00 0.10 1.11 1.69
−28.65 −100.54 0.11 243.10 0.11 0.56 2.53
−4.21 −95.82 0.10 179.80 0.05 0.36 0.63
3.59 −69.07 0.08 156.41 0.06 0.45 1.90
6.87 −68.95 0.08 156.23 0.14 0.24 1.26
17.07 −92.67 1.21 178.60 0.35 0.37 2.74
19.39 −53.75 0.09 205.44 0.11 0.23 0.63
27.17 −101.41 0.08 150.62 0.18 0.21 0.63
28.93 −81.87 0.06 88.11 0.36 0.99 4.00
34.97 −81.64 0.47 90.45 0.66 0.80 1.26
37.29 −82.59 0.12 91.21 0.23 0.43 1.47
37.52 −55.05 0.05 231.91 0.08 1.35 0.84
39.19 −82.44 0.13 90.83 0.09 0.32 0.63
42.17 −82.94 0.05 92.29 0.10 0.79 1.69
50.75 −5.43 0.02 10.23 0.04 2.83 2.11
60.02 −58.33 0.05 68.19 0.11 0.54 0.84
62.07 −24.43 0.09 58.00 0.17 1.14 1.26
62.09 −8.24 0.31 −184.19 0.18 0.59 0.84
64.61 −21.45 0.11 55.00 0.21 0.48 2.11
70.37 −23.38 0.30 −129.79 0.10 0.37 0.63
76.65 11.50 0.11 −33.09 0.15 0.70 2.53
78.05 −22.78 0.10 52.43 0.22 0.56 1.27
87.00 −34.51 0.20 −84.24 0.06 0.35 1.05
90.09 13.58 1.15 −26.22 0.16 0.41 0.84
91.52 2.93 0.13 7.71 0.05 1.03 1.68
91.76 −0.28 0.42 7.94 0.26 0.79 1.68
95.11 16.40 0.11 −34.72 0.11 0.49 1.05
96.26 −4.82 0.13 37.17 0.06 0.55 0.84
97.78 16.29 0.05 −34.13 0.07 0.77 2.32
99.41 −25.51 0.31 −59.97 0.09 0.59 1.05
99.46 −25.84 0.37 −59.79 0.15 0.60 1.26
99.46 −30.18 0.16 −86.37 0.06 1.34 2.95
99.47 18.93 0.61 −14.49 0.21 0.55 2.53
103.85 −25.26 0.51 −58.82 0.31 0.42 2.74
103.87 −29.62 0.31 −85.11 0.49 1.40 2.53
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106.33 −5.66 0.07 35.81 0.07 0.73 2.32
106.93 −33.42 0.05 −83.59 0.04 0.86 1.27
107.31 2.58 0.15 7.48 0.14 0.35 2.32
109.50 −31.68 0.10 −86.39 0.15 0.24 0.63
112.58 2.45 0.08 7.32 0.12 0.52 1.47
116.56 15.86 0.16 −28.99 0.11 0.51 4.64
117.88 −34.86 0.08 −83.40 0.06 0.59 1.05
122.20 5.33 0.08 −58.43 0.11 0.72 2.11
123.68 14.24 0.10 −109.73 0.15 0.27 1.26
125.38 14.18 0.12 −109.51 0.11 0.36 0.84
125.36 −3.66 0.08 4.29 0.17 0.24 1.47
127.19 14.84 0.12 −33.61 0.09 0.33 1.05
136.59 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.09 11.96 6.32
139.05 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 28.00 3.58
147.08 1.74 0.10 −5.64 0.25 5.59 6.74
151.10 9.03 0.19 −48.21 0.30 23.69 24.02
171.52 7.26 0.06 −41.01 0.09 0.47 0.84
177.03 6.37 0.11 −47.14 0.05 0.88 1.68
236.62 −4.37 0.08 15.23 0.04 1.28 7.16
241.89 −4.43 0.11 15.11 0.06 1.38 6.32
247.53 −4.84 0.19 15.25 0.06 0.84 7.80
